Waveguide random laser based on a disordered ZnSe-nanosheets arrangement.
A waveguide scheme is constructed by coating the matrix of randomly distributed ZnSe nanosheet structures with a layer of dye-doped polymer, which provides strong feedback or gain channels for the emission from the dye molecules and enables successful running of a random laser with FWHM of ~0.65 nm. The strong scattering by the nanostructures and the strong confinement provided by the active waveguide layer are the key essentials for the narrow-band and low-threshold operation of this random laser. The random laser scheme reveals an obvious two-threshold behavior, which is corresponding to the thresholds of TM and TE modes. The feedback mechanisms for laser action are investigated by power Fourier transforming of the spectra. This kind of active waveguide not only provides high quality confinement of the radiation for efficient amplification, but also enables possible directional output of this kind of random laser.